Netwrix 1Secure

Be more profitable while making your clients more secure and compliant

Stand out among other managed service providers and maximize your profit by adding truly effective security and compliance services to your portfolio. Netwrix 1Secure is designed specifically to help MSPs support and secure their multiple clients — efficiently and cost effectively.

SPEED INCIDENT DETECTION AND RESPONSE

Improve the security posture of your clients by tracking critical changes in their environments, so you can respond before any serious damage is done.

GET CLEAR VISIBILITY

Easily keep up with all the tenants you’re managing. Instead of missing critical information in a multitude of separate tools, have all data in a single tab and integrated into your workflows.

MINIMIZE COSTS

Get the most value for your buck by paying per managed AD user. Stop worrying about unexpected additional costs breaking your budget thanks to transparent pricing.

CUSTOMER FEEDBACK

“With Netwrix 1Secure auditing solution we can enhance our clients’ security posture regardless of their size, without the headache and costs of any required on-prem hardware or cloud infrastructure setup.”

Brian Ludwigson,
Senior Project Manager at SOHO Solutions, Inc.

Start your security journey and maximize your profit

netwrix.com/msp_security_software.html
Key features

**ALERTS ON CRITICAL CHANGES FOR ACTIVE DIRECTORY, EXCHANGE ONLINE AND FILE SERVERS**

Be notified promptly about suspicious activity across your clients' environments so you can respond in time to prevent serious damage. Customize the alerts based on each client's needs.

**HUMAN-READABLE REPORTS**

Be ready whenever clients or auditors need proof of your work. Choose from a wide range of easy-to-read predefined reports, or create your reports. Customize any report with your own branding.

**SIMPLE PERMISSIONS CHANGE AUDITING**

Spot unauthorized privilege elevation with all the key facts about changes made to your security groups, including who made the change, the date and time it occurred, and exactly what was modified.

**COMPREHENSIVE ACCOUNT MONITORING**

Ensure security and business continuity by staying on top of your clients' AD accounts, such as which ones have been enabled, disabled, deleted or locked out, and which ones had their passwords changed.

**ACTIONABLE DASHBOARDS**

Instantly know what needs your immediate attention with intuitive dashboards that provide a birds' eye view of the state of your clients' environments.

**RISK ASSESSMENT**

Diagnose your clients' security posture, identify the most concerning risk factors and high-risk users, and lower the overall risk level of organizations.

Why Netwrix?

**MULTITENANT AND SAAS**

Manage all your client organizations from one tab, and enjoy the simplicity and cost savings of a modern software-as-a-service (SaaS) solution.

**EASY ECOSYSTEM INTEGRATIONS**

Keep your business workflows intact while enriching your systems with valuable information by seamlessly integrating Netwrix 1Secure with your professional services automation (PSA) tools.

**SECURE SOLUTION**

Rest easy knowing that you're using a secure tool. Netwrix 1Secure relies on certified Microsoft Azure datacenters, encrypts all data at rest and in transit, and supports both MFA and SSO.

**INTERACTIVE SEARCH**

Slash the time and effort required to investigate incidents and resolve user issues. With the Google-like search, you can get the information you need in minutes.

Next Steps

REQUEST ONE-TO-ONE DEMO
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LEARN MORE
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